
 
 

 

Restore eView Hosted Infrastructure 
 

Summary 
Restore eView platform and associated task servers are hosted in dual resilient datacentres 50 miles 
apart configured in a passive/active configuration.  Restore and its co-location Data Centre provider 
are ISO27001/ISO22301 accredited businesses, operating ITIL based security controls, policies, 
monitoring and management systems that ensure a robust support of the infrastructure is maintained. 
Restore manage and support the eView platform and Infrastructure via its own dedicated IT support 
teams. 
 

Server Infrastructure 
Within each of the datacentres are the eView virtual environment provided through a VMWare 
solution.  The eView server clusters reside on multiple ESX server hosts in a HA DRS configuration with 
a multiple host Dell EqualLogic storage group providing the data storage capacity and the granular 
snapshot resiliency.  
 
The virtual servers and storage arrays are connected together through a robust and resilient ISCSI 
backbone. The eView Web, File Store and Database servers are segregated via subnets and VLANS at 
each of the datacentres to maintain security. 
 

Capacity Planning and Management 
Via the Virtual Infrastructure architecture additional eView Platform servers and associated Task 
servers are added to the pool as new customers are taken on, or if CPU/Memory, Database, and File 
Storage reach capacity. 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 

Network Infrastructure 
Both datacentres are protected by a Bluecoat web proxy solution behind that as a fully layered edge 

security solution.  The external Internet connections, firewalls and proxy are maintained and 

monitored by an external 3rd party Network ISP that monitor 24x7x365.  Restore also maintain a 

monitoring solution against each of the site links internally for resilience and early warning support. 

The 400Mb P2P is dual use, it provides a failover path in the event of link failure to the datacentres as 

well as providing the replication link between the two datacentres. 

 

Infrastructure Security Controls 
At the edge of the network the Checkpoint firewalls provide a fully resilient security solution which is 
locked down and controlled by an external 3rd party.  Beneath that, Bluecoat web proxies provide an 
additional layer of protection for any internal user initiated attacks/events through the AD integrated 
control of access to external web sites. 
 
All access to the internal Restore network is controlled through Active Directory, with multiple group 
policies enforcing security and access controls required (and detailed) for ISO27001. 
 
All physical and virtual servers, as well as physical and virtual desktops are protected via Bitdefender 
while the entire network and domain is protected against external attacks through guest access by a 
robust NAC infrastructure. 
 

DR/BCP 
The edge security is in a full HA cluster with BGP direction in place and the Cisco routers all have 
multiple routes configured in case of link failure. The entire virtual estate is in a HA DRS cluster 
meaning a failure of any individual host will not affect performance or production. 
 
Our DR is an active/passive datacentre solution with the passive being the DR location.  In this solution, 
almost real time RTO and RPO is achieved through the use of a VEEAM/ZERTO backup and replication 
software based solution. 
 
 

Monitoring and Management 
Restore Scan fully utilise the Manage Engine suite of products www.manageengine.com detailed 
below to comply with ISO27001 and ITIL best practice with regards to IT monitoring and management. 
 

 Service Desk provides the full ticketing support solution to internal and external customers, 
as well as providing a full change, time and project management solution. 
 

 OpManager provides the full WMS/SNMP monitoring solution for our entire network, server 
and desktop estate with configured trigger thresholds and associated alerts.  
 

 Desktop Central provides our full patch management solution and automated software 
rollout suite. 
 
 

http://www.manageengine.com/


 
 

 
 
 

 AD Manager enables controlled access for our 1st/2nd line support engineers to active 
directory functionality without the need to provide elevated rights within AD, it also provides 
a full logging solution for active directory. 
 

 StorMon provides granular monitoring of our Dell EqualLogic storage solution. 
 
 

eView Application Security Features 
 Auditing – alongside security restrictions (explained below), every action taken on the site is 

recorded in an Audit Event Log which can be interrogated in the event of a security 
concern.  This includes, all login attempts whether successful or failed, all document search 
attempts (including the search criteria used), all document image retrievals and any changes 
to user information.  The audit trail also specifically tracks and alerts if suspected SQL Injection 
is detected. 

 Network – All screens are encrypted via SSL certificates and additional security measures 
including Client Side certificates and IP restrictions can be applied 

 Source IP Address – This can be configured to only allow access from specified IP addresses 
or address ranges 

 Login – all access to the system is via a login page, the user will be required to authenticate 
themselves using a strong password, all user accounts are subject to configurable policies for 
password expiry 

 Password Expiry – Policies can be set to expire or force password change. 

 Folder Access– Once the user has accessed the system they will only see the folders to which 
they have been granted access 

 Document Access – While searching within a given folder a user can be set up to see all 
documents within a folder or be restricted based on defined user filters – for example a user 
might only see documents which have Employee Number equal to their own Employee 
Number 

 Editing Permissions – The activities that can be carried out on a document are restricted by 
user and folder, so for one folder a user might be able to Edit/Delete/Split documents and in 
other folders they can purely view documents 

 Image Security – the document images are retrieved via a secure abstraction layer and 
document images are not readable unless viewed using the website 

 Printing – images which are printed are watermarked with users details and date of printing, 
so that breaches in hard-copy security (such as paper being left in unsecure locations) can be 
traced back to the individual who printed 

 
 

EView Technical Description 
Eview is a web application that uses standard Windows DotNet ASPX applications to deliver search 

results and images documents over the web.  There are a number of key components to eView, Web 

server(s), database(s) where index data for all documents is held, file store(s) for documents and a set 

of task servers for managing and processing incoming data. 

Initial restrictions to the web site are performed using standard IIS IP restrictions, all access to the 

website is via HTTPS using a standard SSL certificate.  User restrictions are handled at the application 

layer.  The web pages require authentication which is handled via the login page. After the user has  



 
 

 

 

logged in, their session is used to identify all subsequent requests.  For each of these requests a check 

is done on the users permissions to ensure they are allowed to access the requested resources and 

pages.  

All of the pages in eView are constructed with user permissions and authorisation in mind.  Each user 

is defined a set of applications and functions they are allowed to access.  Each time a user accesses a 

page, the user object is compared to the authorisation tree to ensure that the user is allowed to access 

the page.  If there is no valid user object (i.e., they are not logged in), then a redirect to an error page 

is immediate.  Where the user is logged in and is trying to access a page they don’t have access to then 

they will be redirected to their home page and an entry will be generated in the audit log.  Where a 

user tries to access a document by altering the UID, the system will check the authorisation 

requirements for the document and also then check that the user is authorised to view the document 

based upon their allowed applications and filters.   All search requests and viewing requests are logged 

for audit purposes. 

All events such as logging in, searching, retrieving, uploading and changing passwords is logged in an 
event table.  Where an SQL injection attempt is detected the event is recorded in the database and 
the details of the injection text are recorded. 
 
 


